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Traditional Chinese edition of Warriors: Legends of the Clans
Traditional Chinese edition of The Marvels by Brian Selznick, the Caldecott
Medal-winning creator of The Invention of Hugo Cabret and Wonderstruck.
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The highly acclaimed first book of a fantasy adventure series set in a mysterious
forest, starring a daring new hero. "Readers will thrill to journey with Jinx" (SLJ,
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starred review), a wizard's apprentice, as he sets off on a quest through the
dangerous Urwald, a magical forest full of wizards and were-creatures, and
discovers that it is more complex than he could imagine, and that it needs him
more than he could ever guess. This humorous and smart tween fantasy
adventure is perfect for fans of Septimus Heap, The Sisters Grimm, and
Fablehaven. Supports the Common Core State Standards
Simplified Chinese edition of To All the Boys I've Loved Before
The young wizard Jinx concludes his suspenseful and dryly humorous
adventures in the magical forest of the Urwald with this third installment in the
series that ALA Booklist says “deserves a permanent place in the children’s
fantasy pantheon, with Narnia and Earthsea” (Jinx's Magic, starred review). This
action-packed conclusion is perfect for readers of fantasy adventure series such
as Septimus Heap, the Sisters Grimm, and Fablehaven. The forest is under
attack and its magic is fading. Can Jinx summon enough of his magic—the bright
fire within him—to rescue Simon, defeat the Bonemaster, unite the Urwald, and
fight off the invaders? He is the Urwald's only hope. . . .
Chinese edition of "The Lost Thing" by Shaun Tan, a multiple award winning
artist and author, including Australian National Science Fiction Best Artist Award
for this book.
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In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella struggles against the childhood
curse that forces her to obey any order given to her.
Traditional Chinese edition of the winner of the 2010 John Newbery Medal
WHEN YOU REACH ME by Rebecca Stead. Riveted plot and captivating story
takes young readers to the mysterious adventure with Miranda. Author
affectionately illustrates friendship and life as Miranda solves a series of
mysterious notes. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Jinx has become the leader of the Urwald, and now the magical forest isunder
attack. Jinx's people expect him to lead them into battle, but theterrifying
Bonemaster is stealing Jinx's magic and has captured his wizard master,Simon
Magus. Jinx must make a dangerous journey into the icy depths beneath the
Glass Mountains, to rescue Simonand defeat the Bonemaster.Only then will he
be able to unite the Urwald and fight off the invaders. He is theforest's only hope.
Fire and ice, goodand evil, magic and knowledge: all collide in this action-packed
conclusion tothe acclaimed Jinx trilogy.
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“A wildly imaginative world and a plot full of unexpected twists and turns, not to
mention plenty of witty banter.” —Sarah Prineas, author of the Magic Thief series
“Out-of-this world magic, laugh-out-loud humor, and a cast of lovable
characters.” —Sage Blackwood, author of the Jinx series “A solid fantasy
adventure with several laugh-out-loud moments.” —School Library Journal A
thrilling new middle grade fantasy from Texas Bluebonnet Award winner Joel
Ross. Packed with adventure and humor and filled with goblins, royals, and
magic, this is a tale of unlikely heroes who embark on a daring quest. Boot boy Ji
is tired of scrubbing soles and untangling shoelaces. He doesn’t want to bow
and scrape. All he wants is freedom—for himself and his friends. He decides to
risk everything for a chance to accompany a young nobleman to the Diadem
Rite, a magical ritual that chooses the heir to the Summer Crown. Ji doesn’t care
about crowns or ceremonies, but he vows that this trip will grant him and his
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friends new lives, far away from boots and bowing. What Ji doesn’t know is that
he and his friends have a dangerous part to play in the Diadem Rite. One that will
change them forever.
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Simplified Chinese edition of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Jinx's Magic is the second book in Sage Blackwood's highly acclaimed fantasyadventure series, Jinx. This humorous and smart tween trilogy set in a magical
forest is perfect for fans of Angie Sage's Septimus Heap, Michael Buckley's the
Sisters Grimm, and Brandon Mull's Fablehaven. "Readers will thrill to journey
with Jinx" (Jinx, School Library Journal, starred review), a daring young wizard's
apprentice, as he travels from his home in the Urwald to an unfamiliar desert land
in search of ancient magic. He needs that magic badly—there are forces
threatening the Urwald from all sides. The more he learns, however, the clearer it
becomes that this quest will require more than the magic of a solitary wizard's
apprentice, and soon he'll have to call upon all of the Urwald—witches,
werewolves, wizards, and trees—for help.
It's not every day that your evil stepdad abandons you in the deep, dark forest of
the Urwald. And it's not every day that a wizard rescues you from the clutches of
gnarly trolls. But for Jinx, this isn't turning out to be a very normal sort of day...
The bubbling cauldrons and coloured potions of the wizard's house are a world
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away from the life Jinx has left behind. Even the walls are soaked in magic, and
it's not long before Jinx begins to unlock his own rare powers. But Simon Magus
is no ordinary wizard. He seems to need something from Jinx - something dark.
And Jinx begins to wonder: can he trust Simon... at all?
Written with a focus on the English Language Arts Common Core Standards, this
book provides a complete plan for developing a literacy program that focuses on
boys pre-K through grade 12. • Examines and evaluates the most recent
research about boys and nonfiction reading • Addresses the intersections of
Common Core Standards and literacy for boys • Provides annotated
bibliographies of recommended books as well as lists of apps and other software
for boys • Offers educators effective strategies to promote reading with boys and
advice for parents in developing a home reading plan for their sons
A dangerous and thrilling quest is beginning for the boy wizard Jinx... Jinx has
made himself leader of his forest and its people, but the terrifying Bonemaster is
stealing his magic. Jinx must travel below ground through the realm of the cruel
elf princess to get his fire magic back and save his master Simon. Meanwhile
King Reven is invading his forest and Jinx's people expect him to lead them into
battle. Will Jinx come out of all of this alive?
Traditional Chinese edition of Rick Riordan's The Kane Chronicles: The Red
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Pyramid. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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??????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????…… ????????????????????? ??????????????????????
A group of gifted middle-school students must band together to save their town,
as well as a fantasy world, from monsters.
Traditional Chinese edition of Extra Yarn
?????????????????????????——??????????——???????,
????????????????????????????????,
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship
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of Her Own Making, Amazon Best Books of the Month, May 2011 and winner of
Andre Norton Award. Ana Juan's illustrations conjure up the drawings of Lewis
Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. And the story of a 12-year-old girl
from Nebraska who was spirited away to a fairyland by Green Wind has has the
feel of the classic. This book is bound to become a classic as well. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
From the author of the acclaimed Jinx trilogy comes a spellbinding fantasy,
perfect for fans of the School for Good and Evil series, about a young heroine
fighting to save a world that would dare to tame her. Chantel would much rather
focus on her magic than on curtsying, which is why she often finds herself in
trouble at Miss Ellicott’s School for Magical Maidens. But when Miss Ellicott
mysteriously disappears along with all the other sorceresses in the city,
Chantel’s behavior becomes the least of her problems. Without any magic
protecting the city, it is up to Chantel and her friends to save the Kingdom. On a
dangerous mission, Chantel will discover a crossbow-wielding boy, a dragon, and
a new, fiery magic that burns inside her—but can she find the sorceresses and
transform Lightning Pass into the city it was meant to be?
Garantiert fantastisch! Ein Leseabenteuer voller Zauber und Gefahren. Nachdem
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der zehnjährige Jinx von seinen Eltern im Wald ausgesetzt wurde, landet er beim
Zauberer Simon. Der will ihn zwar nicht fressen, benutzt Jinx aber als
Versuchskaninchen für einen Zauber, bei dem dieser seine eigenen magischen
Fähigkeiten verliert. Wütend macht Jinx sich gemeinsam mit dem jungen Reven
und dem Mädchen Elfwyn auf den Weg zum mächtigen Knochenmeister, der sie
alle erlösen kann. Doch der Weg ist gefährlicher, als die drei ahnen! Ein
Schmökerausflug in eine Welt großer Gefahren, temporeich, witzig und originell!
Join a tough eleven-year-old as she faces down zombie rabbits, alien mobs, and Puppet
Cartels while trying to find her missing twin in Sarah Cannon's imaginative middle-grade debut,
Oddity. Welcome to Oddity, New Mexico, where normal is odd and odd is normal. Ada
Roundtree is no stranger to dodging carnivorous dumpsters, distracting zombie rabbits with
marshmallows, and instigating games of alien punkball. But things haven’t been the same
since her twin sister, Pearl, won the town’s yearly Sweepstakes and disappeared . . . Along
with her best friend, Raymond, and new-kid-from-Chicago Cayden (whose inability to accept
being locked in the gym with live leopards is honestly quite laughable), Ada leads a self-given
quest to discover Oddity’s secrets, even evading the invisible Blurmonster terrorizing the
outskirts of town. But one of their missions goes sideways, revealing something hinky with the
Sweepstakes . . . and Ada can’t let it go. Because, if the Sweepstakes is bad, then what
happened to Pearl? Praise for Oddity: “I’ve never read anything like this wonderful book. An
infinite number of monkeys with an infinite number of typewriters have a story they want to
share with you, and they’re going by the name Sarah Cannon so as to be inconspicuous. Do
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yourself a favor and take Oddity from their little monkey fingers.” —Adam Rex, author of The
True Meaning of Smekday "This book grabbed me from page one. Wild, whacky, and yet
utterly believable. You will love Ada and ODDITY!" —Sage Blackwood, author of Jinx "Sarah
Cannon is puppet master of this delightfully dark and hilariously creepy debut. Herein, you'll
find excitement, adventure, and heart--and I don't just mean the kind you’d be likely to
discover, still beating (perhaps even beatboxing), in a jar at the local Oddity grocery." —Heidi
Schulz, New York Times Bestselling author of Hook's Revenge
JinxKatherine Tegen Books
??????????, ???????????15??????????????????, ?????????????
???????????????????????????, ????????????????????????? ???—???????.
English and traditional Chinese bilingual edition, with parallel text, of The Strange Case of
Origami Yoda. In Chinese/English. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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